Introduction
============

Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia in the aging population, with substantial clinical diversity and uncertain underlying causes. Approximately 10% of those over 65 years of age are affected by AD \[[@R1]\], and its heritability is up to 76% \[[@R2]\]. The importance of genetic risk factors in the pathogenesis of AD and disease progression has been increasingly acknowledged. Several genome-wide association studies have established a complex of susceptibility genetic risk factors for AD in addition to the well-established risk gene conferred by the ε4 allele of the apolipoprotein E gene (APOE-ε4) \[[@R3], [@R4]\]; several new candi date genes have been reported to be associated with sporadic late-onset AD (LOAD) susceptibility \[[@R2], [@R5]\]. Of considerable interest to AD-related research is the single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) rs11136000 within the clusterin gene (CLU), which has been identified as a genetic risk factor for LOAD in different populations \[[@R2], [@R5]-[@R8]\]. The gene product clusterin is involved in Aβ clearance and acts as a chaperone for protein degradation in a similar manner as APOE \[[@R5], [@R9]\], thus suggesting its involvement in the etiology of Alzheimer's disease. The C allele (CLU-C) of the gene has been identified as a genetic risk factor for LOAD, and it has a 1.16 greater odds of developing late-onset AD than the potentially protective T allele \[[@R8]\]. In most studies of the GLU gene, the CLU-C risk homozygote type showed a significant association with AD and the strongest impact on brain structure and function \[[@R10]-[@R12]\]. Meanwhile, T-allele carriers (the CT and TT genotypes) were considered low--risk carriers compared with GLU-C homozygous subjects \[[@R11]\] and were found to have a reduced LOAD risk \[[@R7]\].

Given the significant association with AD and its similarities to APOE, the CLU gene has been considered of particular interest for neuroimaging. State-of-the-art neuroimaging methods, especially magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and data analysis techniques, provide an unbiased approach for obtaining direct measurements of the genetic effects on brain structure and function. Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) have recently been used to study genetically mediated pathologic processes in at-AD-risk subjects. Genetically mediated brain structure deficits are well studied in healthy subjects with the APOE-ε4 allele, and multiple deficits in gray matter volume (GMV) \[[@R13]\], cortical thickness \[[@R14]\] and disrupted white matter (WM) integrity \[[@R15]\] have been found with a similar distribution pattern as found in AD patients. Relatively fewer studies on the genetic modulation of CLU on brain structures have been conducted, with mixed and varied results. A prospective DTI-based MRI study exploring the WM abnormalities associated with the CLU-C allele in young healthy adults found an association with lower FA \[[@R12]\]. A recently published neuroimaging study investigated the gray matter change with the CLU rs11136000 risk variant (C) and found subtle reductions in gray matter in the right hippocampal formation in young individuals with the CLU C/C genotype \[[@R16]\]. Another study found that the CLU-C risk genotype was associated with greater bilateral entorhinal cortex volume in younger healthy participants \[[@R17]\]. But an neuroimaging study of brain differences in healthy CLU-C carriers reported no significant association between CLU genotypes and MRI measures \[[@R18]\]. Therefore, the effects of CLU-C genotype on brain structure, including gray and white matter, are not adequately understood. Further studies on the effects of the CLU-C genotype on both gray and white matter brain structure are necessary.

Although the genetic effect of CLU-C on brain structure has been detected in younger adults, little is known about the independent effects, including both GM and WM, in elderly individuals without clinical evidence of dementia. Evaluating the GM and WM change in elderly healthy individuals with the AD risk gene of CLU-C may be important for elucidating the possible pathology of AD and may help better understand the trajectory of its late impact on the brain. The aim of the present study was to clarify CLU gene-mediated brain structural changes. The GM and WM microstructural differences between CLU-C risk homozygotes (*i.e.,* C/C) and non-CLU-C homozygote carriers (*i.e.,* protective gene: T/T+T/C genotype) in healthy older adults and their correlations with cognitive performance were thus assessed. As gray matter concentration (GMC) images reflect the original intensity of each voxel and GMV analysis is sensitive to changes in the total volume of gray matter, both different yet complementary measures were used in the present study. We hypothesized that compared with non-CLU-C homozygote carriers, CLU-C homozygotes would show function-related alterations in GMV, GMC, and WM integrity (quantified as FA) in brain regions that have been implicated in AD pathogenesis and that the changes in GM or WM would correlate with cognitive measures. Such results have the potential to further the understanding of how the CLU gene contributes to the development of AD-related pathology, which could possibly serve as a preclinical neuroimaging phenotype of AD.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Participants
------------

The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of West China Hospital of Sichuan University, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants. High-resolution three-dimensional (3D) brain structural and DTI data from 51 participants were acquired. All participants were right-handed. Individuals with a history of any severe medical illness, psychotic symptoms, substance abuse, or organic brain disease were excluded. Five participants were excluded for the following reasons: two were found to have metal artifacts (dentures), and three had macroscopic head motion or technical issues that would affect image post-processing. Finally, data from a total of 46 healthy participants were used in our study (mean age: 62.96 years \[standard deviation, SD = 6.43\]; range = 51--84 years). Each participant was administered a battery of neuropsychological tests that measured general cognitive ability and multiple specific domains of brain function (Table **1**).

Cognitive Measures
------------------

The Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) was administered to provide a global measure of cognitive status. The Alzheimer\'s Disease Assessment Scale (ADAS) was also used to evaluate cognition (memory, attention, reasoning, language, orientation, and praxis) and function (primarily behavior and mood), with higher ADAS scores indicating greater cognitive and psychological impairment. Cognitive status was further assessed using additional standardized tests that included measurements of memory and other major cognitive domains such as language, attention/executive functioning, and visuospatial skills (Montreal Cognitive Assessment, MoCA; digit span, language proficiency).

SNP Genotyping
--------------

Genomic deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) samples were obtained and analyzed similar to our previously published study \[[@R19]\]. DNA was extracted from whole blood using the QIAamp^®^ DNA Blood Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer's protocol and were diluted to 20 ng/µL for the subsequent experimental study. SNP genotyping was performed using the high-resolution melting (HRM) method based on a melting temperature (Tm) shift or an altered shape of the melting curve of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products. PCR amplification of rs11136000 C/T variants was carried out in a 96-well plate using the LightCycler^®^ 480 Real-Time PCR System (Roche Diagnostics, Rotkreuz, Switzerland). The PCR reaction mixture had a total volume of 20 µL, and contained 20 ng of genomic DNA, 5 pmol of forward and reverse primers, 1.20 µmol magnesium and 1 × Roche HRM mixture (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany). The thermal cycling profile consisted of an initial denaturation at 95 °C for 15 min, followed by amplification for 50 cycles by denaturation at 95 °C for 10 s, annealing at 60 °C for 15 s, and extension at 72 °C for 25 s. After amplification, the PCR products were denatured at 95°C for 1 min and cooled to 40°C for 1 min to form double-strand DNA. HRM analyses were then performed by gradually increasing the temperature from 65°C to 95°C at a rate of 0.01°C/s. Data were then analyzed using Gene Scanning software v1.2 (Roche Diagnostics, Rotkreuz, Switzerland). Internal quality controls and negative controls were used to ensure genotyping accuracy, and 5% of all samples were randomly selected and re-genotyped by sequencing. The results of both methods were 100% concordant.

MRI Data Acquisition
--------------------

Magnetic resonance (MR) scanning was carried out using a 3.0T MR scanner (Siemens Trio system, Erlangen, Germany) at the MR Research Center of West China Hospital of Sichuan University, Chengdu, China. Participants were fitted with soft earplugs, positioned comfortably in the coil, and instructed to relax and remain still. Head motion was minimized with foam pads. Whole brain high-resolution images were acquired with a volumetric 3D spoiled gradient recall sequence (Repetition Time (TR) = 1900 ms; Echo Time (TE) = 2.26 ms; flip angle = 12°; whole head: 176 sagittal slices; slice thickness = 1.0 mm; voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm). Twenty direction DTI images were acquired using single-shot echo planar imaging (EPI) with a twice-refocused spin echo sequence to reduce eddy current-induced distortions (TR = 8000 ms; TE = 91 ms; field of view = 256 × 256 cm). A total of 50 continuous 3-mm-thick axial slices were acquired and covered the brain from the skull base to the vertex.

Imaging and Statistical Analyses
--------------------------------

MRI preprocessing and statistical analyses were performed using SPM 8 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>), and the preprocessing was similar to that used in our previous study \[[@R20]\]. Prior to performing the analyses, all of the high-resolution T1-weighted images were manually co-registered with the standard T1-weighted template provided by SPM8, which can set the anterior commissure (AC) at the origin of the three-dimensional Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinate system. The co-registered images were then segmented into GM, WM and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and a diffeomorphic non-linear registration algorithm (DARTEL, diffeomorphic anatomical registration through exponentiated lie algebra) was applied to conduct spatial normalization and thereby achieve a more accurate inter-subject image registration. Then, the resulting images of average size were spatially normalized to MNI space by using an affine spatial normalization. Both modulated (which generated GMV maps) and unmodulated images (which generated GMC maps) were obtained to perform subsequent group comparisons \[[@R21]\]. Modulated "volume" images were multiplied by the determinant of the spatial transformation matrix, so that the original GMV was conserved before and after normalization. Non-modulated normalized GMC images reflect the original intensity of each voxel and may thus reflect more subtle changes in image contrast. The optimally processed images were smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel (full-width half maximum = 6 mm). Statistical group difference maps of GMV and GMC were constructed using a general linear model (GLM) with sex and age as covariates. For exploratory analyses, areas with a minimum cluster size of 100 reaching P \< 0.001 (uncorrected) were considered significant due to the hypothesis-driven nature of the study. The use of clusters of 100 or more adjacent voxels as an extended threshold was considered to reflect a statistically robust effect that exceeds the threshold of P \< 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons inside the areas of significant differences \[[@R22]\]. The GMC and GMV of the altered areas in C/C carriers were extracted to examine their relationships with their corresponding cognitive measures by calculating partial correlations using sex and age as covariates.

DTI data preprocessing was carried out using FMRIB's Software Library (FSL v5.0) tools (FMRIB, Oxford, UK). The DICOM files of each DTI acquisition were first converted into a single multivolume NIFTI file. Then, the "eddy current correction" in FSL was used to correct the eddy current and head motion-induced distortions by registering each data set to the b = 0 image with an affine transformation. The brain was extracted using the Brain Extraction Tool (BET, <http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/bet2/>) for further processing. FA maps were calculated using FSL DTIFit (<http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fdt/fdt_dtifit.html>). All FA maps were then smoothed with a 6-mm isotropic full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. FA differences between C/C and non C/C genotype (C/T + T/T genotypes) carriers were compared by using a GLM approach with age and sex as covariates. In exploratory analyses, the statistical threshold for identifying effects of interest was set as P \< 0.001 (uncorrected), and an extended threshold of ten contiguous voxels was applied to exclude small clusters that emerged by chance \[[@R23]\]. Moreover, partial correlation analyses were performed between FA values in altered regions and cognitive scores using age and gender as covariates.

SPSS 20.0 (SPSS 20.0 for Windows; SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) was used for all statistical analyses outside the imaging space. Demographic and cognitive measurement differences between CLU-C and non-risk CLU-C carriers were examined using independent sample t-tests.

Results
=======

Demographic Analyses and Genetic Clinical Measurements
------------------------------------------------------

The demographic and CLU rs11136000 genotypes of the study participants are summarized in (Table **1**). The mean age of the cohort (n = 46) was 62.96 years (SD = 6.43). All individuals were successfully genotyped for the SNP. For CLU rs11136000, the frequencies of genotypes T/T, T/C, and C/C in participants were 6.5% (3 participants), 26.1% (12 participants), and 67.4% (31 participants), respectively. The minor allele frequency of the T-allele is 0.196, which is consistent with a previous report of Chinese populations (between 0.17 and 0.43) \[[@R7]\]. The genotype distribution in our sample followed Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium using a standard threshold of p\>0.05 (χ2=1.348, p=0.246). No significant genotype differences were found in either age or gender. As shown in Table **1**, there were no significant differences between the two groups with regards to cognitive or functional testing.

VBM Analyses
------------

Compared with the non-risk CLU-T/T+T/C genotype carriers, the C/C genotype group showed reduced GMC in the left parahippocampal, right middle frontal, and right middle temporal gyri but increased GMC in the left middle frontal gyrus and right fusiform gyrus (P \< 0.001, uncorrected). Increased GMV of the left middle frontal gyrus was found in the C/C genotype carrier group (Figs. **[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** and **[2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**, Table **[2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**) compared with non C/C carriers. No significant correlation was found between the GMC and GMV of altered areas in C/C carriers and cognitive measurements.

DTI Analyses
------------

C/C genotype carriers showed decreased FA in the left external capsule and left anterior cingulate but increased FA in the sub-gyral WM of the left temporal lobe (Fig. **[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**, Table **[2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**) compared with T/T+T/C carriers. Furthermore, the FA value in the left external capsule in C/C carriers was positively correlated with MMSE score (r = 0.531, P = 0.003), digit span score (r = 0.377, P = 0.044), and language proficiency score (r = 0.415, P = 0.025) (Fig. **[4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**).

Discussion
==========

This study assessed the structural differences in the GM and WM between CLU-C allele homozygote and non-CLU-C homozygote groups in healthy older adults using voxel-wise VBM and DTI analyses and evaluating their correlation with cognitive performance. No significantly decreased cognitive performances in CLU-C allele homozygotes were found when compared with non-CLU-C homozygote carriers. However, despite being cognitively intact, CLU-C homozygotes showed GM and WM microstructural alterations, and the FA values of the left external capsule were found to be positively correlated with the performance of some cognitive tasks, thus demonstrating early function-related brain structural changes that may mediate the association between the CLU-C allele and LOAD.

Consistent with neuroimaging studies of AD, we found decreased GM in left parahippocampal, right middle frontal and right middle temporal gyri in the CLU C/C genotype. These CLU risk genotype associated findings are not surprising because these areas are well-established GM-deficient brain regions in AD patients, carriers of APOE-ε4, and even cognitively intact individuals with a maternal dementia history \[[@R24]-[@R30]\]. The C risk allele at rs11136000 is associated with lower CLU expression \[[@R31], [@R32]\]. Clusterin promotes neuroprotection in AD via multifaceted functions, including the prevention of excessive inflammation, inhibition of apoptosis, clearance of neuronal debris, and potentiation of TGF-signaling \[[@R33]\]. Lower CLU expression in CLU-C carriers would display typical AD-related pathologic processes such as excessive inflammation and neuronal apoptosis \[[@R33]\], which would lead to GM atrophy. Atrophy of the medial temporal lobe, hippocampus, and amygdala, especially decreased hippocampal volume, are considered to be among the most remarkable early signs of AD. Other studies on CLU-mediated brain changes found similar results. A more recent analysis of young individuals with the CLU rs11136000 risk variant (C) also revealed subtle reductions in gray matter in the right hippocampal formation \[[@R16]\]. The reduced gray matter in the medial temporal lobe in both young individuals and our elderly participants with the CLU C/C genotype further confirmed the role of medial temporal lobe deficit as the earliest marker of AD. The frontal cortex, which exhibited another GM deficit in our study, is also a frequently affected structure that has been mentioned in studies of early AD and APOE-ε4 carriers \[[@R34]-[@R36]\]. Thus, our study identified that the influence of the CLU-C risk allele on cerebral GM structures, which partly duplicates the disease process of AD, indirectly supports the notion that the pathological process associated with AD may be present for a substantial period of time before clinical symptoms are recognized \[[@R37]-[@R39]\] and may provide further evidence for this genetic risk factor of LOAD.

We also observed increased GM associated with the CLU C/C genotype, including increased GMC in the left middle frontal gyrus and right fusiform and increased GMV of the

left middle frontal gyrus. The gene-related GM increases seem difficult to understand at present because they are not in agreement with the consensus of the typical AD-related pathologic process of GM atrophy. However, our study is not the only one showing increased GM in genetic populations at risk of AD. Carriers of APOE-ε4 were also found to

have GM increases in a number of studies, with volume increases in the frontal lobe being the most common \[[@R40], [@R41]\], but no accurate account of this phenomenon has been provided. Furthermore, another study using the VBM method found that the CLU-C risk genotype was associated with a greater bilateral entorhinal cortex volume in younger healthy participants \[[@R17]\]. Honea \[[@R40]\] speculated that increased GM probably represents the preservation of brain health, alternative genetic or environmental protective mechanisms at work, or even a false positive. A cross-sectional imaging study of brain differences in infants at APOE-ε4 genetic risk \[[@R41]\] also described increased GM in the bilateral frontal areas, along with an increase in the WM myelin water fraction. Together with a demonstration of slightly better cognitive performance (particularly in executive tasks) associated with the APOE ε4 allele from another study \[[@R42]\], increased GM in the frontal cortex has been postulated to be a compensatory process that can prevent disease onset. Although compensatory hyperplasia might be one direct cause of increased GMV or GMC, pathological conditions such as an inflammatory response caused by amyloid plaques cannot be overlooked. The hypertrophic and proliferous astrocytic responses induced by chronic stimulation from beta-amyloid peptide (Abeta) deposits and other antigenic stressors would lead to increased GMV and GMC. This process might be neuroprotective, with activated astrocytes promoting neuronal survival and the recovery of central nervous system functions. However, an inflammatory response is not always a protective mechanism against disease: it can also be a warning sign of brain destruction with subsequent atrophy. Based on the above and our present results, we assumed that frontal areas showed increased gray matter in risk gene carriers without AD symptoms and progressed with accelerated atrophy in later stages of the disease, along with apparent cognitive/clinical symptoms. Whether the decreased GMC of the right middle frontal gyrus found in our study was, in fact, the result of a failure of those compensatory processes sets the groundwork for future studies to identify potential mechanisms in individuals with the CLU-C risk gene of AD.

This study demonstrates mixed changes in the WM microstructure in C/C genotype carriers, including both increased and decreased FA values. Decreased FA was found in the left external capsule and left anterior cingulate subgyral WM, whereas the left temporal subgyral WM showed greater FA values. It is widely accepted that a lower FA generally represents poorer fiber coherence and myelination and poorer function, which has been reported in most DTI studies across many domains of neuropsychiatry \[[@R43]\]. Hence, a lower FA of the left external capsule and left anterior cingulated subgyral WM may indicate traditionally reduced myelin integrity or axonal damage in AD risk CLU-C gene-related pathology. However, the pattern of decreased FA in CLU-C homozygotes in our study was somewhat inconsistent with that seen in most AD patients and APOE-ε4 carriers. Disease-related WM damage in these subject groups has been generally localized to the medial temporal region, areas of the posterior fiber tract, the left hippocampus, parahippocampal tracts, cingulum bundle fiber tracts, the occipitofrontal fasciculus, and the splenium of the corpus callosum \[[@R15], [@R40], [@R44], [@R45]\]. The discrepancy between the results from these studies and ours might be attributed to possible different injury mechanisms of different risk gene factors or the consequence of subject heterogeneity or to inconsistent imaging acquisition and analysis techniques. Another DTI study of GLU-C risk variant subjects found a trend towards a lower FA in the brain regions of the splenium of the corpus callosum, fornix, cingulum, and superior and inferior longitudinal fascicles \[[@R12]\], which is partly consistent with our results. The great differences in sample size, participants (young participants in their study), scanners, diffusion-weighted gradients and, importantly, the data analysis methods may explain the variance between the studies.

Moreover, the FA value of the left external capsule in our study was found to be positively correlated with the MMSE, digit span, and language proficiency scores in the C/C genotype group. These functional correlations indicate that the FA of the external capsule is likely to be the predominant contributor to cognitive impairments in CLU-mediated AD. Although the external capsule is not a frequently mentioned structure in AD research, it is an important pathway for cholinergic fibers from the basal forebrain to the cerebral cortex. Significant decreases in the cholinergic input to the neocortex were previously shown to be associated with the disease, and the progressive loss of the basal forebrain cholinergic neurons has been shown in the characterized pathology of AD \[[@R46]\]. The basal forebrain cholinergic system provides the primary cholinergic innervations to both limbic and cortical brain structures such as the frontal cortex. The external capsule and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) are major cholinergic projections in this system \[[@R47], [@R48]\]. The ACC also serves as a central station for processing top--down and bottom--up stimuli due to its robust connection with the prefrontal and parietal cortices and with both the motor system and the frontal eye fields \[[@R49]\]. In a previous study, the FA values of the left ACC were found to have a significant linear relationship with apathy composite scores as a measure of apathy severity in AD \[[@R50]\]. Our findings of FA abnormalities in the left external capsule and left ACC, together with GM abnormalities in the prefrontal cortex, indicate that cholinergic fibrous bundles may contribute to the development and aggravation of GM deficiency in GLU-C-mediated AD and provide further support for the recent notion of the disconnection syndrome for the clinical manifestation of AD \[[@R51]\]. Still, further studies are needed to provide additional relevant evidence.

Although lower FA has been interpreted to reflect poorer fiber coherence and myelination, higher FA does not always imply better neuronal function. In neurogenetic syndromes, higher FA in some brain regions is found to be associated with abnormal function \[[@R52]\]. A review of traumatic brain injury indicates that axonal injury events involve axonal swelling \[[@R53]\], which reduces the space between axon fibers, thereby decreasing the magnitude of water diffusion (reduced mean diffusion, MD) and increasing its linearity (increased FA). Axonal swelling could be one of the reasons underlying the increased FA in the left middle temporal subgyral WM in our study.

The overall neuroimaging phenotype of the CLU-C risk allele expressed in our study seems more diverse but less extensive and stronger than that of AD itself and of that found in APOE-ε4 carriers. The relatively minor changes of "imaging genetics" for the CLU-C genotype in our present study require multifaceted considerations. Our imaging findings are consistent with the disease association study of GLU in a Chinese Han Population \[[@R7]\], which indicated that the genetic influences of clusterin (rs11136000) were not as strong as APOE-ε4. Thus, there is a possibility that the CLU-C genotype is a relatively weaker pathogenic gene for the development of LOAD, with a reduced but distinct impact on brain structures. Differences in the participants, facilities, and methods, or possible differences in individual mechanisms and severity of injury caused by particular genetic variants should also be considered. However, several limitations of this study should be addressed. First, the study sample size was relatively small, especially that of the non- CLU-C homozygote group. Although a few previous studies found that uncorrected P values exceeding a threshold (P \< 0.001) were capable of optimizing the trade-off between type I and type II errors \[[@R41]\], the influence of a small sample size on the statistical power should be considered. Further studies with larger sample sizes would help improve the sensitivity for the identification of the neuroimaging phenotype of CLU. Second, our study did not eliminate the effects of other possible risk factors. The process of developing AD can be modulated by various and even rarely studied factors, ranging from yet unidentified genes and gene--gene interactions to environmental/lifestyle contributions \[[@R54]\]; hence, GM and WM alterations in the CLU-C/C genotype carrier group could not exclude the potential influence of other factors. Finally, this study is cross sectional and could not truly reflect the dynamic structural brain changes in healthy elderly carriers with the CLU C/C genotype converted to LOAD. A longitudinal follow-up spanning several years and maybe even decades of the same cohort would help to better understand the trajectory of its impact on the brain.

Conclusion
==========

Overall, the preliminary findings of our study demonstrated some of the earliest brain changes associated with genetic differences in CLU, which is partly consistent with the well-established deficits in AD and APOE-ε4 carriers, and provides further evidence for the CLU risk variant as a candidate gene for AD. We speculate that brain structural change is a dynamic process with focal and less pronounced gray/white matter changes in healthy participants with the risk CLU-C allele gene that progresses with pronounced gray/white matter changes with the development into AD. Our findings also offer clues to the individual mechanisms linking CLU with AD risk, implying that the damage patterns of different risk factors might conform to different disease mechanisms. The long-standing roles of inherited forms in AD development and their contributing ratios to subsequent AD pathology require further specific investigation for particular genetic variants, which will be necessary for more effective interventions of targeted AD preventive and therapeutic strategies in this particular subpopulation at AD risk.
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![The C/C genotype group showed reduced GMC in the left parahippocampal, right middle frontal, and right middle temporal gyri, as well as increased GMC in the right fusiform and left middle frontal gyri, when compared with the non C/C genotype carrier group. Warmer colors (positive values) represent increased GMC, and cooler colors (negative values) represent decreased GMC. Numbers below the brain images represent the vertical distance, in millimeters (mm), from the anterior commissure.](CAR-13-1302_F1){#F1}

![Compared to the CLU-T/T+T/C carrier group, the C/C genotype group demonstrated increased GMV in the left inferior frontal gyrus. No decreased GMV was found in CLU C/C genotype carriers. Warmer colors (positive values) represent increased volume.](CAR-13-1302_F2){#F2}

![The C/C genotype group revealed increased FA in the left middle temporal sub-gyral WM (top row), and reduced FA in the left external capsule (middle row) and left anterior cingulate sub-gyral WM (bottom row), when compared with the CLU-T/T+T/C carrier group. Warmer colors (positive values) represent increased FA, and cooler colors (negative values) represent decreased FA.](CAR-13-1302_F3){#F3}

![Fractional anisotropy values in the left external capsule were positively correlated with the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), digit span, and language proficiency scores in the C/C genotype carrier group.](CAR-13-1302_F4){#F4}

###### 

Demographic Characteristics of Participants in Different Genotype Groups.

                            **Mean (SD)**                  
  ------------------------- --------------- -------------- ------
  **Male/female, number**   13/18           5/10           0.75
  **Age (years)**           62.68 (5.80)    63.53 (7.95)   0.46
  **MMSE**                  29.23 (1.02)    28.93 (1.03)   0.85
  **MoCA**                  27.0 (2.07)     25.27 (3.01)   0.06
  **ADAS**                  4.76 (3.18)     5.38 (2.85)    0.86
  **Digit span**            18.68 (3.11)    15.93 (2.63)   0.25
  **Language fluency**      11.53 (2.94)    11.78 (2.76)   0.95

ADAS, Alzheimer's Disease Assessment Scale; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment; SD, standard deviation.

###### 

Areas showing Differences in GMV, GMC, and WM FA between C/C and Non-risk CLU-T Carrier Groups.

  **Region**                      **BA**   **Cluster size**   **MNI (x, y, z)**   ***t***         
  ------------------------------- -------- ------------------ ------------------- --------- ----- -------
  GMV                                                                                             
  Left middle frontal gyrus       9        102                −38                 6         41    3.95
  GMC                                                                                             
  Left parahippocampal gyrus               244                −31                 −4        −20   −3.99
  Right middle temporal gyrus     20       185                56                  −26       −17   −4.05
  Right middle frontal gyrus      9        110                36                  17        36    −4.74
  Right fusiform gyrus            37       122                27                  −75       −9    3.90
  Left middle frontal gyrus       46       120                −37                 6         42    4.12
  FA                                                                                              
  Left anterior cingulate gyrus   32       15                 −20                 30        24    −3.88
  Left middle temporal subgyrus   21       12                 −34                 2         −34   3.78
  Left external capsule                    16                 −30                 −10       10    −3.80

BA, Brodmman Area; FA, fractional anisotropy; GMC, gray matter concentration; GMV, gray matter volume; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; WM, white matter.
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